“Race, Evolution and Behaviour” - Preserve your Heritage!

“Every Race is a thought of God and should be preserved!”

Climate differences also influenced mental abilities. In Africa, food and warmth were available all year round. To survive the cold winters, the populations in Europe had to become more inventive to get food, clothing and shelters to protect against the elements. Without them the people would have died. Both parents had to provide more care to help their young survive in the harsher climates. Therefore, genetic differences in appearance and intelligence profile developed between the races (archive.org: Rushton - “Race, Evolution and Behaviour”). The best evidence for the genetic basis of race-IQ differences comes from trans-racial adoption studies of Black children, and Mixed-Race children. All these children have been adopted by White parents at an early age and have grown up in middle-class White homes. The racial pattern was exactly as predicted by genetic theory. Black children reared in these good homes had an average IQ of 93, Mixed-Race children averaged an IQ of 104, and the White children an IQ of 109. Treating people as individuals does not mean we should ignore or lie about race differences! Below are Diagramms that show, that 97 percent of all ever made inventions were made by the White Race. We must preserve the existence of our White People!

The globalist “elite” want a mixed race with an IQ of 90 which is easy to control. This is the real reason for race mixing propaganda everywhere and the mass immigration (Research: Kalergi-Plan)! 
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